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Voting Day Details A5 Schedule of voting day festivities « and directions to the polls. M &• DAYLIGHT SAVINGS 
Tait Unwinds with life! 
CouMdowrLTolleetlonDa 
^ D Z Find out where Tait and DC Talk 
D O went after hours in Lynchburg. 
SSI 
• ' 
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Ever
 (had;the feeling that sdmefhingjust' 
,-isb't,'right?, Th|£?rjuis'tt h^e^e^ r i ^ f i qw . 
;6T;yea*r>olc!0u'dithJoh'ns6^qftG|prget(: 
'Del'felt after she went'to'the'" hospital 
^ cp'piplaining of indigestion Hours laterj'srie* 
was,declared dead and sent to the morgue 
Stfortly thereafter, a "mocgue' attendant 
' noticed, that; she' was miraculously^stiil/ 
breathirtg Although rare, doctors saidtfhat. 
Johnson experienced 'the /'Lazarus effect," 
-which they, described as-a spontaneous: 
, return of circulation According to foxnews 
com;.there have been 25 recorded casesof 
the Lazarus, effect- sincel 982;'^ '•:' -
» LOCAL HUNTER BAGS BIG BRUIN 
An Amher t County tee.n hunting for deer 
last Thursday did, not. bag any whiteta'il,' 
but he did kill a'400-pound black bear 
with his crossbow.' BlakeTyr.ee, 16, of 
Gladstone shot the bear-.frarh afiout . 1 6 ' -
yards away.The massive'animal was the 
largest taken in recent years, according to 
the Lynchburg Nfcws&Adv'ance.-' - . • ' •" 
»-CHEAPSKATE JAILBIRD 
According to AOL News, a FloVjda wprrfan 
was arrested after refusing to pay h'e'r bill 
at a Waffle House. The price for her coffee 
arid sandwich7 $7.45. The woman spent 
-the weekend in jail before being released. 
» HOMEWARD BOUND 
A California corrections officer who' 
had filed numerous complaints about 
the barking of her neighbor's dog was 
arrested after she decided to take matters 
into her own hands. According to AOL 
News, Diane M. Brown, 42, abducted 
the dog, a white Maltese, and drove 15 
miles from her home before releasing the 
. animal. Unbeknownst to her, the dog had 
a tracking device embedded under its skin 
and was returned to its owner after the 
chip was scanned by a veterinarian. The'' 
dog was unharmed. 
"Wom^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^we^s^imnor^mg of the parade. 
V.Ui^e^ty.che^e^lerj; pictured here smile bright, o p t i r ^ ^ t h ^ u n ^ M I appear. 
^0gMiA6 for more photo coverdgmM* 
I ^ ^ M r J ^ ^ M s i t y School 'Q%||igi' 
will be hostin^^fnfod^c 
an upcomingf Stfgreffip&jSiburt c 
which. coiald^^pS^ampaet' future 
free speech'-ekses.' On Wednesday^ 
© M ^ a ^ f r o m 2-4' p mT t^Jhe Vfc§Sy»* 
School will host | j \ Vl^low«ihiits'Su»^1 
premc ('ourtro'omfiwhiGniisflmodclcd^ 
after the U.S.';S_up\emeffio;ur^^p! 
; Sekulow's^^b1e*presenting'his oral 
aigumcnr pt a real cas&jtoflgpa^l?|#-
Liberty Lawiifeculfy members acting 
as Siipreme.'fe<-?tjrti)ust'ice"s.-^ Sekul(»yi, 
will be'giving his presentstionjrarehey-. 
^r i f^ te i^ouc^r i /N^^^n ' the case 
q f.'l^leasant{( jrcne'/'itvS ISummunW1 
^^feeh'ewyStaver, dea"g>:wf*tneW;ib^ ^^  
&g'ty*pftM£rVl>£^ 
lactmg^^icJch^justaee,*%MuJthe'rs!' 
^(yghf5iu^ty-ejjM!algbeTiepr^^nt^5^.™_ 
^hib'^j^JJjwwi'aljilty members^iage'. 
'Ijob.Ulnch Judgt Pyul»prrHlSi^Pr|(^ 
fessor Philip*JIanr?S'j'P,rbtps?)t Shwaiu 
i^kef?,JPg) fesow&rfaft rjR6s^5"Hi::V«':'-
CsorvMuh.iel Saniltz. (.onstitutionalfT 
Law AttorritjK^^k^taale^nd Kelly 
Shackelford. 
"Moot cour^a're vital to making 
winning
 j arguments ' Staitri.^aicl*.-* 
"During these moot .tpur.?»p^afi6t^s f 
we hone and perfect the- argument 
and the responses to the qucsTi'oris.f-
This case will be argued beforeXrHe"* 
U.S. Supreme Court (and has) to be 
properly prepared." 
S§§ MOOT COURT en A3 
[BMDrew Menard 
NEWS REPORTER 
Exponential growth over the last few years 
^s^aEled Liberty UnfeeEsijy; to cap enrollment 
at 10,500 students in order to address growing 
academic* concerns on campus. 
..." "Capping enrollment allows us (the Univer-
sity Adrniriistjratibn and Faculty) the capability 
to identify and prioritize delayed or deferred 
academic facilities projects across each of the 
colleges and schools," Provost Boyd Rist said. 
/.•". In addition to its usual academic budget, 
the university has allotted more than $10 mil-
lion to fund facility improvements across cam-
pus. These funds include $1,877,394 for School 
*|| | |l |ptjeering and Computational Sciences 
.(SECS) offices, labs and classrooms, $92,418 for 
construction of a new chemistry lab, $1,579,973 
for renovations to the Towns-Alumni Center 
•Auditorium as well as the front entrance rede-
sign, $46,680 to remodel 90.9 the Light and its 
recording studio, $30,116 to the Theatre De-
partment for stage'Tighting and a new practice : 
dance floor and $3,316,072 for the expansion of 
the library and relafe|||!^mji>uter labs on the 
third floor of DeMoss. The Distance Learn-
ing Program^ecgived $1,250,000 for its facility 
update. DeMoss Hall's third floor now houses 
the SECS, accommodating the 336 currently 
enrolled students, according to Administrative 
Assistant Robin Purdy. 
"The new space for SECS on the third floor 
has helped immensely," SECS Dean Ron Sones 
said. "We have most of our faculty collocated 
for the first t u ^ ^ h i c h adds to our interaction 
and effectiveness." 
Rist stressed the importance of allotting 
space for SECS.
 r ; ^ 
"The creation of an academic home for 
(SECS) is very significant in signaling to pro-
spective students and donors that the univer-
sity has a serious commitment to engineering," 
he said. 
DeMoss' third floor also boasts some 45,000 
square feet of added library space, according 
to the Liberty Journal. Though no books have, 
been placed in the third floor library, the area 
currently provides students, with computing 
stations, instructional labs, group study rooms, 
offices, quiet study areas and open study space. 
"In terms of facilities that benefit the largest 
number of students, I would g|||at;the top of 
the list the library expansion," Rist said. 
Other academic facility upgrades include 
$51,755 for the Department of Health Sci-
ences and Kinesiology, $955,177 for academic 
warehousing, $1,250,000 for distance learning 
facilities, $905,266' to renovate the Lynchburg 
Inn, $19,855 for the Seminary conference room, 
$52,902 for a Homiletics Lab, nearly $15,000 
to renovate the band room, just under $24,000 
to renovate 12 practice rooms, $13,584 for the 
Center for Judaic Studies and $45,181 for the 
Human Performance Lab and related facilities. 
Liberty has also spent a great deal of time, 
energy, space and resources on the Ultimate 
LU initiative to'bring more exciting fecre-,: 
ational' activities to campus. Though Ultimate 
LU caused skeptics to question the university's 
priorities, many of the projects were partially 
or fully-funded by donations. The $1.1 million 
indoor soccer facility is. being paid for by a local 
alumnus, and an out-of-state donor gave over 
$2 million for the Snowflex project, according ' 
to the Liberty Journal. 
Chancellor Jerry Falwell Jr. told the Liberty 
Journal, Academics and spiritual life will always 
take priority over recreation." 
Liberty University may freeze enrollment for 
another year or two as additional projects/are 
undertaken in order to meet the needs of the 
large student body and faculty. 
fit&S^e wotk is never done," Charles Spence, 
• director of planning and construction, said. 
"We seek to constantly improve." 
Contact Drew Menard at 
ajmenard@liberty.edu. 
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Senator Lindsey Graham touts McCain's reputation, moral values 
By Matthew Coleman 
NEWS REPORTER 
"Two weeks from tonight, we 
are going to make one of the most 
important decisions of our lives," 
Sen. Lindsey Graham said during 
his speech last Tuesday at Liberty's 
Field Operations Center Dining 
Hall. Graham offered his support 
for presidential hopeful Sen. John 
McCain while emphasizing the need 
to encourage previous non-voters to 
vote. 
Elected to the Senate in Nov. 2002, 
Graham has spent the last several 
years getting up close and personal 
with the two current presidential 
candidates and has personally 
experienced the vices and virtues 
each man has to offer. His conclusion 
is that McCain is the best candidate 
to lead America into the next four 
years. 
According to Graham, McCain 
has proven throughout his entire life 
that he is the man of unquestionable 
character and the remarkable resolve 
Americans need to lead them out of 
a faltering economy and an elongated 
war. 
"The measure of a man is seen 
when nobody is looking," Graham 
said. "John McCain was a good man 
in hard times, and he will be a good 
president in hard times." 
According to Graham, the 
president elected in 2008 will inherit 
a host of problems left by the current 
administration. Graham believes 
McCain has been tested extensively 
in his career and has proven, through 
past actions and decisions, that he is 
the man capable of inheriting those 
problems. 
He said McCain will help rebuild 
America's economy by supporting 
the "Joe Plumbers" of the nation 
instead of taxing them to redistribute 
their wealth. McCain does not 
want to punish workers for living 
the American dream, according to 
Graham. 
Aside from the economy, Graham 
emphasized the security McCain will 
bring America under his presidency. 
The world knows McCain, and they 
know not to mess with him, according 
to Graham. In a time where many 
want to inflict harm on the people of 
America, McCain will fight to keep 
Americans safe. 
"John McCain will not be tested," 
Graham said. "(America's enemies) 
know McCain. They fear McCain." 
But as the election draws near, 
final victory seems to be drifting 
further and further from McCain's 
grasp. While the choice is obvious 
to Graham, the nation is leaning in 
favor of Sen. Obama by as much as 
seven percent of the national vote, 
while the Virginia poll numbers 
show Obama with a 10-point lead, 
according to usaelectionpolls.com. 
Even so, Graham remains 
confident in McCain's ability to win' 
both Virginia and the election. To 
accomplish this task, the senator 
challenged the audience to encourage 
those who have never voted before to 
become active in the election process 
and vote in favor of McCain. Virginia 
is a vital territory for the upcoming 
election, and McCain will be hurt 
significantly if Obama wins it. 
"McCain needs to win Virginia," 
Anthony Pamplion, sophomore vice 
president and second vice chair for 
the college republicans said. "As 
an active college republican, (I am) 
going to do everything in (my) ability 
to make sure he can win." 
In answering Graham's challenge, 
many members of Liberty's college 
republicans are volunteering their 
time to call potential voters' and 
encourage them to vote next 
Tuesday. 
Contact Matthew Coleman at 
mcoleman@liberty.edu. 
Light-a-thon raises $13,300 for funding and scholarships 
By Amanda Baker 
ASST. NEWS EDITOR 
Sitting for hours behind a plastic table 
collecting nickels and dimes in 50-degree 
weather is hardly an ideal job. However, students 
who volunteered to work the donation table for 
90.9 the Light, Liberty's campus radio station, 
braved the elements to bring in support during 
Light-a-thon 2008, which ran from Oct. 22-25. 
The purpose of Light-a-thon is to get listeners 
involved in keeping the radio station on the 
air. 
"We appreciate your gift of any amount ... 
whether it be a gift of $10, $100 or an entire 
student scholarship (of) $1,200, please consider 
helping us ... (reach) our listeners with the 
gospel of Jesus Christ while training the next 
generation of broadcasters (to) go out and 
impact the world," stated the Light's Web site. 
The white tent outside the radio station 
sheltered radio practicum students and 90.9 
staff from extreme weather conditions as they 
asked Liberty students, professors and alumni to 
donate whatever they could, from spare change 
to a monthly pledge, to help fund the station. A 
telephone bank inside the radio station, dubbed 
"Phone Central," took calls from listeners who 
wanted to call in a donation. The money raised 
will go toward scholarships for students who 
work full-time at the radio station. 
"(Students) receive scholarships from the 
money raised during the Light-a-thon," Jamie 
Hall, the station manager for 90.9 the Light, 
said. "(This is) the only compensation the 
majority of our staff gets for the work they do 
at the station." 
The Light gave away prizes sporadically 
throughout the event to donors who gave a 
specific amount of money, including MercyMe 
tickets, Scaremare tickets and a skateboard 
donated by HopeBoards, a local Christian 
skateboarding company. Listeners were 
encouraged to either pledge a specific amount 
per month, give a one-time gift or to give a day 
pledge of $100, which was the opportunity 
to sponsor a whole day of programming on 
90.9 the Light. According to the Light Web 
site, "A 'day pledge' allows you to have a day 
in your honor or in the honor of a loved one 
or group. On that day, you can come in and 
celebrate on our morning show or we can play 
announcements throughout the day on the 
air." 
Light-a-thon promotions were scattered 
throughout the day, including endorsements 
from the bands Family Force 5, TobyMac and 
Superchic[k], and Liberty faculty - Dr. Elmer 
Towns, Campus Pastor Johnnie Moore and 
Chancellor Jerry Falwell Jr., who encouraged 
listeners to give money to the station. 
Snippets of Dr. Jerry Falwell Sr.'s statement, 
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"If it's Christian, it ought to be better," were 
interwoven with the station's declaration that 
the Liberty communication department's goal 
was to rise above mediocrity and embrace 
excellence. 
Practicum students who helped work the 
phones and collect change from passersby 
learned to get creative while waiting for donors. 
Apple juggling, chair racing and playing songs 
through a bullhorn sufficed as spur-of-the-
moment entertainment. Auctioning off fellow 
practicum students for dates was also a short-
lived scheme.
 ( 
"I (put in) 18 hours (helping out with Light-a-
thon)," senior Tanner Blankenship said. 
Professor Bill Dewhurst, who oversees the 
practicum, said, "The practicum students 
helped Light-a-thon run a lot smoother." 
Hall would regularly check in with the 
courtyard workers for progress updates and 
to interview donors. The youngest donor to 
give to the station was a 5-yearold girl visiting 
the campus with her parents - both Liberty 
alumni - and 8-yearold sister for Homecoming 
weekend. 
The largest donation made during Light-
a-thon was given by an anonymous donor, 
who "gave a pledge large enough to cover two 
scholarships," according to Hall. 
"He was worried about the type of music that 
was targeting this generation. He said that he 
found our station and that is all (he) listen(s) 
to now. He was listening during the first day 
of Light-a-thon and felt convicted to make a 
donation because of the impact the ministry 
has had on his life," Hall said. "Stories like this 
... really lift the spirits of our staff and motivate 
us to do the very best we can to continue to 
shine the light of Christ to our audience." 
By the end of the week, the radio station had 
raised 95 percent of its $14,000 target. 
"The $14,000 goal was an increase from 
last year. Since the first Light-a-thon in 2002, 
we have increased our goal from $5,000 to 
$14,000," Hall said. 
To give to the radio station, call 434-582-
2909, e-mail the Light at wwmcfm@liberty. 
edu or visit the Light's Web site at www. 
thelightonline.com. Please include your name, 
address, phone number and the pledge amount, 
and the station will send you a pledge card in 
the mail. Payment can be made by credit card, 
money order or check. 
Contact Amanda Baker at 
ambaker2@liberty.edu. 
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MAJOR FOCUS: NURSING 
*i 
By Amanda Baker 
ASST. NEWS EDITOR 
—T.IHI < )KS N( )TEs This article marks the 
beginning of a scries called Major Focus. We 
will interview students to highlight different 
aspet is <>i their undergraduate majors and also 
look at how people from those majors have 
succeeded after college. This week we will be 
covering the nursing major. 
Excellence has always been a priority for the 
nursing program at Liberty University. Even 
before incoming students begin classes, rumors 
of the difficulty level start to fly, many of which 
end up becoming reality. However, the nursing 
field is more thart just rigorous academics and 
extensive clinical hours; other qualifiers are 
involved. 
Asst. Professor of nursing Mary Lynn 
Clarke advised, "Pray and seek God's will. Ask 
yourself, 'Do I truly have a heart for those who 
are suffering?' We view nursing as a ministry. 
Also ask yourself if you are willing to study and 
work hard." 
Much work is required from new students 
to even qualify for application into the nursing 
program, which occurs at the end of freshman 
year. 
"(My freshman year) I was nervous about 
getting in the program because it is so 
competitive. I had to work real hard and 
commit myself to my classes. Having friends 
in the same situation totally helped because 
they were great study buddies," sophomore 
Amanda Rine said. 
If students are accepted into the nursing 
program, they begin specific nursing classes 
their sophomore year. Classes include body 
assessments and procedures, such as how to 
give IVs and put in catheters. Students also 
study obstetrics, pediatrics and pharmacology, 
which is learning about drugs and how they 
affect people. 
Because nursing is so involved, a larger class 
load is required to keep up with the program. 
"I take an average of 17 hours a semester, and 
last semester I studied about 20 hours a week. 
As a sophomore, a lot of those hours are spent 
in the lab. I spend about three hours a week 
practicing for check-offs, which are basically 
tests on different systems of the body. We 
also learn how to assess patients," sophomore 
Christy Homer said. 
The higher students progress in the program, 
the more clinical hours they are able to fulfill. 
Clinical hours are the equivalent of the 
practicum hours that are required for other 
majors. 
"As (students) progress their clinical 
workload, prep work and actual clinical hours 
increase dramatically. Our nursing students 
have heavy written work on Thursday evenings 
prior to the hospital clinical experiences on 
Fridays," said Clarke. 
The written-work assignments are patient 
profiles. Students go into the hospital the 
day before and get all the history about a 
patient, including family, social and medical 
backgrounds. They also need to get a write-up 
of all the patient's medications, past diagnosis 
and current diagnosis so the doctor can figure 
out how to treat the patient, according to 
junior Courtney Clark. 
"The first time you write up a profile, it 
usually takes about eight to 10 hours, but once 
you get it down, it only takes three to four 
hours," she said. 
Students fulfill clinical hours at local 
hospitals and get the chance to connect with 
real patients. They participate in clinicals 
at Lynchburg General Hospital (LGH) and 
Virginia Baptist Hospital. 
Many nursing graduates enter the profession 
with approximately 200 hours of nursing 
experience, according to the nursing home 
page. 
During clinicals, students are given an 
opportunity to work outside of 
the classroom alongside registered 
nurses, which gives the students a 
guided perspective on the duties 
of a nurse. 
."We are expected to go to 
clinical at the hospital and check 
in with the nurse that we work 
with. We work with patients, 
change dressings and IVs, give 
them their (medication), help 
them go to the bathroom, change 
diapers and bathe them," Jones 
said.. 
The nursing program fosters 
a feeling of community among 
the students through mentorship 
and award ceremonies. Unofficial 
study groups also form among 
students who have similar classes 
and assignments. 
"Upper-level nursing students 
help lower-level students study 
for pathophysiology and check-
offs, which are really important, 
because if you don't pass, you are 
put on probation. So having input 
from older students is definitely 
helpful," Homer said. 
A pinning ceremony is held 
for the sophomore and junior . . . . . . 
classes every year to celebrate
 a n g e s in preparation for their weekly check-offs. 
their achievements. At this year's 
ceremony on Sept. 30, Rich Lyford, a Liberty 
nursing graduate, offered encouragement to 
those being honored. 
"Nursing really is a ministry. Study hard, 
because it is an amazing ride," he said. 
After college, many career paths are 
available to students who complete the 
nursing program. Graduates have gone on to 
be employed at Duke University Hospital, 
Georgetown University Hospital, Hershey 
Medical Center, Baylor Medical Center and 
Johns Hopkins Hospital. Ninety-nine percent 
have experienced job placement immediately 
after graduating, according to the nursing 
home page. 
For more information about the Liberty 
Nursing Department, contact Dr. Dea Britt 
by calling (434) 582-2519 or by e-mailing her at 
dbritt@liberty.edu. 
Contact Amanda Baker at 
ambaker2@liberty.edu. 
MOOT COURT 
Continued from Al 
The case made its way to the 
Supreme Court after Summum, 
a cult religion, filed a suit against 
the city for "opening a forum for 
private speech on public property for 
permanent displays," according to 
Staver. Summum had attempted to 
have its "seven Aphorisms" displayed 
next to a monument showing the Ten 
Commandments. The city refused to 
display its aphorisms in the two-and-
a-half acre park, which presents 15 
monuments depicting various aspects 
of local and state history. 
"This case will have a significant 
impact on free speech cases," Staver. 
said. 
Sekulow is the Chief Counsel 
for both the American (ACLJ) and 
European (ECLJ) Center for Law and 
Justice. He is a graduate of Mercer 
University and has a PhD from 
Regent University with a dissertation 
on American legal history. Sekulow 
is a "nationally recognized defender 
of religious freedom," according to 
ACLJ.org. Sekulow opened the door 
for public school students to form 
Bible clubs and religious organizations 
on their school properties in the 
Mergens case. In his most recent case, 
Sekulow protected the constitutional 
rights of minors to participate in 
political campaigns after a unanimous 
decision in McConnell v. FEC. 
"Our students are able to watch 
real cases with national significance 
being prepared right here on Liberty 
Mountain," Staver said. "When I 
created and designed the Supreme 
Courtroom, I envisioned that we 
would prepare some of the most 
important cases before the U.S. 
Supreme Court in this venue at 
Liberty University." 
Contact Drew Menard at 
ajmenard@liberty.edu. 
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I'm voting for... (Help!) 
An inside look at the mind of an undecided voter 
By Drew Menard 
OPINION REPORTER 
The race for the White House has turned the corner 
and at breaking speeds finds Nov. 4 straight ahead. With 
the election nearing its climax, the two presidential 
candidates, Sens. Barack Obama and John McCain are 
sure to spend a great deal of time and resources with 
one group of voters in particular, the undecided or 
swing voters. 
"From a civic standpoint, few creatures are as 
contemptible," said Ezra Klein of the Los Angeles Times 
in a recently-published article. 
Surely it may be frustrating for some loyal party 
supporters to find that not everyone agrees with their 
viewpoints, but to consider someone "contemptible" 
merely because they want to make a more informed 
decision is a bit harsh. 
Though I may be a minority in the undecided voter 
pool as one who wishes to choose the person who would 
best lead this country, I have simply not found sufficient 
qualities one way or the other. But I still do not think it is 
appropriate to simply think of the swing vote as a bunch 
of "stoned slackers" and "dopey kids," as Bill O'Reilly 
said during the 2004 election. 
Sure, the undecided populous is bound to entail the 
lazy college student who is willing to sell his vote to 
the highest bidder. An example of this collegian cliche 
is voters like 36-yearold James Pengov of Ohio, who 
made an offer on Ebay to sell his vote, according to 
the Associated Press. That influence in an election 
apparently had a starting price tag of $50. 
Perhaps it is just my own laziness to blame that I have 
not made up my own mind. I have heard more than 
one person tell me that they will not vote for Obama 
because "he is black." One of my co-workers mentioned 
they would not vote for McCain since he "looks scary" 
and "is too old." First of all, Obama is racially mixed, 
and second of all, I thought that we were voting for 
president of the United States, not prom king, though 
the first argument is not appropriate even for that. , 
"Informed voters" such as these have caused me to 
wonder what criteria I should use to choose which 
presidential nominee is best to become president 
elect. 
As a Christian, it is acceptable to choose based 
on Christian principles. Since the Reagan era, the 
republican nominee has been more widely accepted 
in the evangelical realm. From what I heard at the 
Saddleback Presidential Forum, Obama had a better 
direct answer to faith than McCain. 
Obama said, "I believe (that) Jesus Christ died for 
my sins and that I am redeemed through him. That is 
a source of strength and sustenance on a daily basis." 
McCain said, "(Being a Christian) means I'm saved 
and forgiven. We're talking about the world. Our faith 
encompasses not just the United States of America, but 
the world. Can I tell you another story real quick?" 
I am not naive enough to believe that either candidate 
has a relationship with Jesus Christ just because of their 
rehearsed answers at a presidential forum, but Obama's 
answer was better rehearsed than McCain's. To make 
the decision based on a claim of Christianity would be 
easier if it were not for the fact that Obama's stance on 
moral issues, like abortion and gay marriage, are not, 
in my opinion, congruent with Christian principles. 
However, there is more to choosing a president, in 
my mind, than just matters of faith (not to downplay 
their significance). Health care, energy, war policy, 
taxes, government spending and so much more 
go into making an informed decision. I could tell 
you what is important to me, and I could give 
strong arguments from both sides as to why they 
fall short. 
Obama's Web site promises "real change in 
Washington" and McCain's "Reform, prosperity 
and peace." When it domes down to it, I just do 
not see in either candidate the true "change" 
America needs. I believe that America needs 4 
someone who is not tied to a political party 
or wrapped up deep in Washington. Real 
change will come when someone who has the 
best interest of the American people, and not 
just one political party, steps up. America 
needs a candidate who is not influenced by 
power and money and is willing to stand up 
against the corruption that encompasses 
our already oversized and overly powerful 
government. We live in a fallen world and 
having a perfect government is just not a realistic ' _ ^ 
possibility. I then, will not be content to sit back 
and pout about my discontent. 
I will vote in this election, and I will vote forwhomever 
I deem best to lead this country be it democrat or 
republican. I urge you, undecided voter, to do the same. 
Do not vote for McCain because you think Obama is a 
terrorist, or for Obama because you think McCain will 
croak in five days. Vote for who is best able to lead this 
country by making an informed decision. Though the 
election may feel like a giant game of "red rover," do 
not be afraid to break through party lines to make the 
right decision. 
To those of you who have made your decision and 
are well-informed, I commend you and encourage you 
to stand strong in your decision and even help your 
undecided friends understand the issues. 
I may just be a college hippie to some of you, but to 
the few of you who want to make the right decision 
and feel overwhelming pressure from both sides, take 
hope. You are not alone and there is still time. Just 
remember to vote for president of the United States 
of America and not prom king of Rydell High. 
Contact Drew Menard at 
ajmenard@liberty.edu 
JENNIFER SCHMIDT ALEX TOWERS 
Prostitution — Legal in a state near you) > 
By Elisabeth Garman 
OPINION REPORTER 
As reported in the Los Angeles Times, 
Proposition K was placed on the ballot, which 
would prohibit San Francisco police from using 
public funds to investigate or prosecute sex 
workers — decriminalizing one of the world's 
oldest professions, prostitution. 
The only places in America in which 
prostitution has been legalized are parts of Las 
Vegas, Nevada, also known as "Sin City," and 
known for the uninhibited and provocative 
behavior of residents and tourists. Escapism 
and the sex industry bring in a large profit 
margin for the city. San Francisco is another 
city in where residents are relatively liberal and 
freethinking, thus more welcoming of non-
traditional sexual behavior. 
Two years ago, an effort by San Francisco 
sex workers failed to be added to the ballot, 
according to the Los Angeles Times. Previous 
District Attorney Terrence Hallinan, . who 
worked from 1995 to 2003, stated, "I support 
the concept that prostitution is something that 
should be legalized but controlled." 
One proponent for the decriminalization 
of prostitution is Jeffrey Klausner, director 
of sexually transmitted disease control and 
prevention for the city's health department. 
Klausner is joined by the Democratic County 
Central Committee and the 12,000 signees of a 
petition in support of Proposition K. 
Currently, Mayor Gavin Newsom, District 
Attorney Kamala Harris and many in the 
business community oppose the measure, 
claiming that it will derail their efforts in human 
trafficking and bring further crime into the city. 
Every year, according to the U.S. Department 
of State, there are about 800,000 to 1,200,000 
women, children and men trafficked across 
international borders, of which an estimated 
17,500 are trafficked into the United States. 
The majority (80 percent) are female and an 
estimated 50 percent are minors. 
Most of those opposed to prostitution's 
legalization are thinking of the possible 
dangers to society as well as the effects on 
local businesses. Even in countries such as the 
Netherlands and Germany, which are known 
for legal prostitution! there are restrictions 
based on location. 
Most arguments for or against prostitution's 
legalization go far beyond moral considerations. 
Though legalizing it would be condoning 
sexual immorality, there is some validity to the 
argument that prostitution will never stop, it 
will just stay underground. If prostitution was 
regulated and taxed, then maybe the women or 
men involved could find a new occupation and 
be less likely to go through abuse. 
However, it could also be argued that any 
type of sex work is abuse, and making it legal 
would make it more prevalent. Most Americans, 
excluding sex workers, would agree that the 
less-widespread prostitution is, the better our 
world will be. 
On a recent trip to Amsterdam, I was 
saddened to see girls my age or younger working 
as prostitutes, standing behind windows texting 
away on their cell phones. For them, sex work 
was natural and casual, just a normal after 
school job. 
Though San Francisco is a unique city and 
not representative of America on the whole, 
for young girls in San Francisco to start getting 
involved in such practices like the Dutch girls I 
witnessed would be a tragedy. We do not need 
the sex industry to have an impact on another 
city in the United States — its impact on Las 
Vegas is frightening enough. 
Contact Elisabeth Garman at 
ejgarman@liberty.edu. 
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It happens everyday. Letters combine, merge and mingle to 
form pseudo-words. Somehow meaning is found in "jk" and the 
prolific use of "u." Messages are sent with rapid speed - green-
check mark approved. With a glance at the phone, one anxiously 
hopes to find the words "NEW TXT MSG" greeting them. One 
can hardly select "View Now" fast enough. 
I'm talking about a phenomenon that permeates all sectors 
of society I know this because my parents recently got texting, 
and announced it with messages such as "Jen, got textng. Love 
dad." Truly, parents were the last frontier for these 160-character 
wonders. They're the obsession of our time. Years from now, when 
historians discuss the ground breaking events of the '00 decade, 
texting will no doubt be noted as one of the defining trends for 
ibis generation. 
I remember when texting first became available. My dad gave me 
a cell phone the week before 1 left for college, and though texting 
wasn't in my plan, I tentatively sent an exploratory message into 
the wireless world. My friend never responded though. I found out 
weeks later that his phone couldn't even receive text messages. 
Fast-forward four years, and in the past 48 hours I've sent or 
received zoo messages. No worries though because my plan is 
unlimited for Verizon to Verizon customers, and offers me 500 
texts to spend on everyone not lucky enough to be a part of the 
"Can you hear me now?" network. 
Here's some free text trivia just for reading - in a polj reported 
by Roanoke News 7 last week, 80 percent of those polled admitted 
to texting while going to the bathroom, 40 percent had text while 
attending a funeral and 60 percent had text from a wedding. 
What's even more shocking is the news anchor's blithe admission 
that his son had used 15,000 texts over the past month. He was 
laughing-maybe out of relief-as if 15,000 was an improvement. 
News flash: your son has a problem. And for the rest of us, let's 
draw the line at funerals. 
A couple thousand a month is manageable, but with 15,000 
total, tliat youngster is averaging 488 texts a day. 1 would assume 
texting addictions cannot get worse than they are, but maybe we 
have yet to see their dark potential. 
A 2007 Washington Post article reported teenagers spend 
almost four hours a day texting in the summer months, and almost 
half of those polled said that texting was their primary form of 
communication. At the expense of sounding preachy, I have to 
question — what type of lasting impact will texting have on society? 
I often wonder how it has affected my own relationships. 
iicmtation is just a bit I done through a text ~ 
especially when the nu and to 300 characters. But 
with the ease of convenience, is it possible that we are losing the 
ability to interact honestly with one another? 
» 
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Election Day Details 
• 11 a.m. - 1 p.m.: Lunchtime karaoke in the 
Reber-Thomas Dining Hall 
•1 -6 p.m.: Open Skate in the LaHaye Ice Center 
• 1 - 5 p.m.: Double Feature movie in the Tilley 
Student Center 
• 1 - 5 p.m.: Double Feature movie in the 
Campus East Clubhouse 
• 1:30 - 3:30 p.m.: Bench Press competition in 
the LaHaye Student Union 
• 2 - 5 p.m.: Open Dorms 
• 2 - 6 p.m.: Video Game tournament in the 
LaHaye Student Union 
• 2 - 6 p.m.: Open Tennis in the Schilling Center 
• 2 - 6 p.m.: Indoor Pool Party in the LaHaye 
Student Union 
• 5 - 7 p.m.: Live election results during dinner in 
the'Reber-Thomas Dining Hall 
• 8:30 - 9:30 p.m.: Election Party featuring live 
music, video games, board games, food, 
prizes, and live election results. Student 
groups will also be set up. 
• 9:30 p.m.: Closing-Curfew 1 a.m. 
To Drive or Not to Drive 
Liberty students who recently registered to vote 
within the city limits of Lynchburg should plan to 
report to Heritage Elementary School on election 
day. Buses will be shuttling students to and from 
the event. Complete details will be given at hall 
meetings, convocation and on the splash page. 
On-campus students interested in driving to the 
voting location should plan on carpooling as 
parking will be limited. 
Directions to Heritage Elementary from Liberty: 
1. Start out going southeast on University Blvd. 
toward Liberty Mountain Dr. Continue to follow 
University Blvd. 
2. Turn LEFT onto Liberty Mountain Dr. 
3. Turn LEFT onto CANDLERS MOUNTAIN Road. 
4. Turn RIGHT onto US-501 N. 
5. Take US-501 N Exit 10B TIMBERLAKE Road. 
7. Turn LEFT at LEESVILLE Road., the second light. 
8. Heritage Elementary is on the corner at left at 
501 LEESVILLE ROAD. 
Off-campus students be sure to check your 
voter card for the correct location. 
VCAR Hosts Downtown Show 
Liberty's Visual Communication Arts (VCAR) 
program announced its fall semester Exhibit 492 
art show. "Each semester the graduating seniors in 
the VCAR 492 classes participate in a student art 
show. This semester's classes have an opportunity 
to show their work in a prime Lynchburg Art venue, 
the Riverviews Artspace (on Jefferson Street). 
The opening of the show will be part of the 'First 
Friday' event that is supported by the Lynchburg 
community. We are looking forward to sharing 
the talent of our students with the community," 
Professor Sandra Day Slayton said. 
Todd Smith, Director of VCAR added, "We are 
very pleased with this opportunity. The students 
in this show have advanced greatly over the last 
four years in their skills and personal style...This as 
a great reward for much hard work." 
The exhibit opens Nov. 7 at 6 p.m., and 
will include a reception. The exhibit will run 
through Nov. 28. Gallery hours are 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Wednesdays through Fridays and 12-5 p.m. 
Saturdays and Sundays. 
Military Appreciation Week 
Beginning Nov. 10, students will honor past and 
present members of our national armed forces. 
The week includes a prayer service, military panel 
and a Blackhawk landing in between David's 
Place and North Campus Thursday. 
A king's lament: A personal reflection on Halloween 
By Tim Mattingly 
OPINION EDITOR 
As a boy I loved to don 
my King David issued 
breastplate of righteousness, 
with its sleek gray scales 
glistening pale-gray in 
the dim living room lamp 
light. And upon my chest 
was an emblazoned silver 
cross, whose ends split 
wide like the cleaved skull 
of wickedness (or like a 
hotdog left in a microwave 
for too long). 
Of course, no king is 
complete without coffers 
lined with riches. My 
currency of choice was 
always those golden 
chocolate coins, those 
delicious doubloons 
wrapped in shimmering foil. 
As king, it was my right to 
swing a sword and if I so 
chose, to eat my gold. 
Yet when Halloween 
came around every year I 
was forbidden to ride forth 
into my kingdom. Even 
worse, I was not permitted 
to tax the local peasant folk 
and set my royal treasury 
bursting over with riches. 
Needless to say, the candy-
driven economy of my 
kingdom was in shambles. 
This happened each 
Halloween of my childhood. 
My fellow lords and ladies 
would ride forth on their 
chocolate fox hunts, leaving 
a lonely king to build Lego 
castles by himself (none of 
which were edible). 
My parents' reasoning, 
keeping in-line with the 
religious beliefs of the 
church we attended, was 
that Halloween was a pagan 
holiday. In order to protect 
me from the "evils" in the 
world, I was not allowed 
to strap on my royal regalia 
and venture forth. 
There were, of course, 
c h u r c h - s a n c t i o n e d 
Halloween events or 'fall 
festivals,' where such sinful 
pursuits, like dressing up 
as your favorite superhero, 
were forbidden. Instead, 
the traditions of 
forefathers, there 
bobbing for apple 
tournaments, caramel 
apples and apple cider. 
While this seems harmless 
enough, it is actually routed 
in dark religious history 
that dates back to the 
witch-hunting era. Bobbing 
for apples originated with 
an old-school church sport 
called "witch bobbing," 
according to a BBC article. 
To play this old colonial 
favorite, you would need a 
suspected witch, some rope 
and a pole. You tie the witch 
to the pole and then dunk 
her in the river. The key to 
the game is patience, as you 
have to leave her submerged 
for a little while. Then, 
in 
our 
were 
when the time is right, you 
pull the pole out of the 
water. If the bobbed is still 
alive, then congratulations, 
she is a witch and you can 
burn her at the stake. 
Since apples on Halloween 
historically represent 
witches, we can draw a more 
macabre conclusion about 
their application during 
the modern Christian 
celebration of this holiday. 
Apples on a stick, drizzled 
in hot caramel and then 
rolled in crunchy peanut 
crumble sound delicious 
(and trust me, they are). 
Yet, I would argue that it 
is church-code, meant to 
symbolize the tying of a 
witch to the stake, dousing 
her in hot oil and then 
stoning her to death. 
Also, do not forget hot 
apple cider or as I liked to 
call it, boiled witch. 
I am happy to report, that 
over time, my parents came 
to realize the true nature of 
these church sanctioned, 
Halloween witch-bashings 
events. But by that time, 
the chocolate coins tasted 
funny, my breastplate of 
righteousness no longer fit 
and the royal sugardeprived 
blood in my veins had run 
its course dry. 
Originally celebrated by 
Celts, over two millennia 
have turned to dust since 
the birth of Halloween on 
the British Isles. Then it was 
believed to be a night 
where the line between 
the realm of the living 
and dead was "blurred," 
according to history.com. 
Halloween continued 
to be celebrated by the 
Celts until A.D. 43, when 
the Romans, who had 
conquered the region, 
melded the ancient 
Celtic traditions with their 
own. The Romans used 
Halloween to honor the 
dead. 
Then Christianity spre-
ad throughout the Roman 
Empire and by the 800s 
Halloween was once 
again transformed. This 
assimilation of Halloween 
came at the hands of 
Pope Boniface IV, who 
dubbed it "All Saints Day," 
where saints and martyrs 
were honored. 
.Then came the 
twentieth century and 
with it commercialism, 
candy and a day cavities 
could call their own. 
Information provided 
by www.History.com 
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Student wallets, meet Wal-mart 
By Katy Palmer 
OPINION REPORTER 
Since taking on the role of "off-campus 
college student," * my necessities for 
survival have become more primitive. 
Simply put, I need two things: gas and 
food. 
The recent spike of gas and food prices, 
however, has made the essentials not 
so essential. Like most college kids, I 
assume, I constantly ran my tank down 
to "E" before I went to the gas station. 
On top of that, I never completely filled 
up. Until now, the concept of lower gas 
prices was an "I'll believe it when I see it" 
situation. 
I've found myself forfeiting Panera 
Bread and living off of $2.50 Stouffer's 
paninis. I now resort to good ol' drip 
coffee instead of Starbucks espresso. 
What used to be a weekly trip to La 
Carreta after church has become a luxury 
for when the parents visit. 
Yet, my gas traditions have transitioned 
with the surprising drop in prices. In 
response to the lowering oil prices, gas 
has dipped down to below S3 a gallon for 
the first time in months. Now, I don't feel 
so drained each time I drive away from 
Sheetz. 
The drop eased the withdrawals from 
my bank account. Unfortunately, this 
extra money has gone elsewhere: to aid my 
hunger. Food prices have hit a stalemate, 
and from what I can see, for no apparent 
reason. 
Previously, economists blamed the rise 
of food prices to the increasing price of 
oil. Obviously, the necessity of gas to 
transport food products led to the rise 
in price. With oil steadily dropping, 
consumers now wonder why food prices 
have not done the same. 
Companies are hesitant to play with 
food prices because consumers will opt 
for a competitor's product if he/she 
is unsatisfied with the price. Simple 
economics would suggest that once 
companies start to lower their prices, 
their competitors would follow suit. 
Lower prices typically lead to an 
increase in consumer demand. Logically, 
this would be a no-brainer for companies. 
Yet, as I have gathered information, I 
have learned that companies are fearful of 
a drop in price, for it could lead to a drop 
in profit. 
In 1996, cereal powerhouses Post and 
Kellogg's cut their prices dramatically. 
Post moved on its prices first; Kellogg's 
followed suit in fear of losing customers. 
By slashing prices over 19 percent, 
Kellogg's profit plunged about 41 percent 
within three years. Near the end of 1998, 
the company opted to raise cereal prices 
about three percent to combat loses. No 
company wants to repeat history. 
Understanding this fear imbedded 
in the food market, it becomes more 
apparent why prices remain elevated. For 
us as consumers, the question is how long 
must we wait for much-needed relief. If 
it is anything like gas prices, we should 
prepare ourselves for a rough ride. Just 
like gas, food is essential to survival. We 
cannot stop buying it simply because the 
prices have soared. 
I suggest we all get accustomed to the 
frozen dinner section at Wal-Mart. 
Contact Katy Palmer at 
kapalmer@iliberty.edu. 
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JuliertySccJre'', ^ '-
» ,f-H lccls'hejteKtOiget a blyck/rhcui ryt gi\ c'upr 
^i'j)¥)tk^Itjs"iy^vt'(JBe"abllTtfTgo'o'ult'tR&ie with' 
^h^ 'spemffeim?'^ 
*punt,'' CCihofric'said1' IV 
The riamesVexetuttd a ie\crs"c! inVjwKitfi',B,J?' 
^HayWK?ri|leH-\theiBaltr^\pom 
. recfciung'the ballttrom qiiartcrba'ck-Bn^ck'Smith f 
' alfoivih^BoldeiiH:VV hurst$£y[> frds*5ov^nhcCl tor' 
S*thA()jiK h'dow rT'"*tr 
I The I hmes diren eS-ontinui'dtos^unitlenting j 
approach as^<§nris Rocco intercepted a Tribble 
K^^se'tDas:s|c^he ehsuing'sei^^^^ 
On the opening drive of'tihc'jse$>nd\j]uaftcr.;'* 
Smith fou™^^9e*r^offa740Tard completion 
• which helped the quarterback reach 6,ooo yards 
fmBJw^iueer. Jennings provided the exclamation 
| | | | | i | ^ f>n the drive, finding the end zone on a 
^ ^ ^ S S u s h up the middle as the Flames began to 
^^^^®game out of reach. 
g^^HMiis performance on Saturday,^nri'ings'-!. 
jllljga^ 
^S^ussh^fo^ndoci', .yanls^ -foJfcf threT, consecutive* 
* "Av soon'as the^»were'expecting^ht^un*Jw|S 
woula^hrtsthem»-«iiit6la pa**?JndUhtjiVwheVtfiey? 
woulcT.txpcct thejpass we„,woukMiit* tb^frjjjlfitj^ 
irynjl'iSmith^saiU.'''' %°:'f'-"', -> J 
^Bj.es.n'ex '^poVsle'ssicJri, Vetting'jip/a^rb^fd^slhffi 
rWCrawfordfbr fasrsecondtfiiucridownioT trje^ayjs 
tA fjennings^also toun'eftthe fcn'd /bnel4sejroii(j^tirne3 
Wine fifs-tyhjl£a^*th^I^ljmes'm^ 
12'pjays bnngirfg-tne sLor\Tt<) 35-04 V 
„''.^^hilc^thca Flames 'strugglpij^-'rimr ^ hef.slura? 
TOenwg L^rmn^m^Mv«enjoyeyjirBtheJnTst^ji,' 
^ S defense* way"equally/as dominant,; stopping the 
*Bui i_aneef s^n'threc-o'cGasion^s near ,tKc g'o'aPhnc i-, 
, ' Charleston^Soiithern'Obest J.i.ofirig'!|ppp'qfruriit); 
'tdmeVin-.'the ,seVcmu\n"aIf'th^nks.^ to^^ ^^ ^ 
'.execure'd'^hside' jkic k>»T'hV 'BuccarifeerS'moved 
llp^i^.9i%'&S«Yi^Y -P,iJ5hfii '"'!lierrv ^nej^ard" Jing 
.1 Ioweyer;,' sopfornQr^qutside 'l,ihenack^p;africki 
*Bannon-forced'a fuYrible'on- the TJlajne)igV>al;line 
'that bounced out'of trfc,cnd zone for a,toucnback 
•^iving-I'iUert) pbsse\uon at"it"^own 2"o;yardMiire?*! 
Oavv'torftiand'Boldfe'n would hdthfinisfrwith ip'QK 
•>ard'g|rnes forvjrhe.s.eton^wc^k'irrarow^raw^ 
'had'^L'Sr^er'mgH pertor'mante an*dled'botfi*teams 
'in j ecc'ivi fig^witlri 245? arcls "an'd .twoitouchUow ns",',' 
u
 'Trie *Yfafffel |rec^nlcd^tWeiK^rhiiSpslj^uV:of 
^h^easfbn' and held fhe-Bu'ccaneer^^^ms®2^ 
^yards^)assing('and'62 f^ushing^yardsjph^/i^carriesj ' 
jEHarTestraJ^Soutlie rhr'torii e¥teH? just^ three>-c>L 11^ 
^tliifS^i^ns'^^g 
^^^^^ff le^odk-fo take on Presbyterian-'qn^im..'. 
1 at Bailey Stadium in Clinton, S.C. This will be 
fflr^^^|^^^H^nf<Bailey Stadium since 1984. 
Contact Adam Palmer at 
arpalmer@liberty.edu. 
HKicers ^  
;j4iBy|Nafalie Lozano 
NEWS;EDITOR 
After a weekend-;^^pns in Michigan,; the 
Lady Flames (7-6) hockey team took the ice 
against Penn State (1-7), defeating the Lady ; 
s^-^ll||re 11-0 on Friday arid 6-1 on Saturday 
^ * i | | | f i n o m o r e Kristin Fescura and freshman 
Megan Nunri led the team in scoring with 
six goals each during the weekend. Freshman 
Melissa Fletcher had two goals, with freshman 
Naomi Taylor,- sophomore Brooke Harris and 
sophomore Sara Neimi adding one point, each 
to the board during the weekend. 
Penn State's Sara Chrpman, was the only 
leer to score, doing so in the last 30 seconds of 
Saturday's game. 
Junior Patti Smith and sophomore Leanne 
. Niemi played between the pipes Friday and 
Saturday, respectively. Perm State's goal was 
guarded by sophomores Brittany Frohnhoefer 
and Colleen Scott on Friday, with Frohnhoefer 
reprising the role exclusively on Saturday 
Coach Paul Bloomfield cited the goalies as 
< the primary differentiator between Liberty and 
the competition. 
"Our goal tending has been outstanding," 
Bloomfield said. "Some of these teams that 
we're beating, they're not that bad a team. It's 
just their goal tending isn't as strong and that 
makes all the difference." 
On Friday, Liberty impressively scored twice 
in one minute in the second period, but then in 
the third period put two points on the board in 
a mejj 11 seconds. 
CONTROLLING THE PUCK —Melissa Fletcher (left) and Katrina Breedveld helped Liberty rack up 
The goals came f rom 94 shots on goal by when goalie Patti Smith received 
Liberty and 50 shots on goal by Penn State, 
^feye^ver, the statistics don't tell the whole 
"For some reason Penn State seems to be 
our rivals, and I'm not sure why because we're 
stronger than them," Bloomfield said. 
The re'^itionship was forged two years ago 
concussion 
the hands of current Penn State captain, 
senior Jessica Waldron. 
Smith was "two-handed across the neck" in 
2007 and said the effects of the injury were felt 
six months later. 
Waldron came at Liberty's goalie again on 
Friday night, butf this time Smith was only 
17 goals while only giving up one in two games. 
"slashed on the leg." 
Smith's teammates responded quickly to the 
uncalled-for attack, breaking into a fight in 
front of the goal. Ultimately Fletcher, freshman 
Caitlin Adams and Penn State's Waldron 
watched the last 11 seconds from the penalty 
box. -
See Worrjen's Hockey on B4 
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Flames recover from Friday night loss to blast Seawolves 13-2 
By William Armstrong 
SPORTS REPORTER 
Before every hockey game, Liberty men's 
hockey coach Kirk Handy has a full 60 minutes 
of good hockey in the game plan. 
The Flames only accomplished that in one of 
two games against the Stony Brook Seawolves 
this weekend, losing 4-3 in a shootout in the first 
game and winning 13-2 in the second game. 
Colin Brumsted of the Seawolves made a 
bold prediction that his team would defeat 
Liberty twice on Liberty's ice. That statement 
came after the Flames had previously swept the 
two game series at Stony Brook. 
Taking a draw this weekend brings the Flames 
season series against Stony Brook to 3-1 and 
their overall record to 9-1-1. 
The overtime loss snapped the Flames eight-
game winning streak, but the Flames still have 
not had a loss in regulation since their season-
opening loss to Oklahoma. 
Friday night's game lacked consistency and 
flow from both teams, and Liberty fell 4-3 in 
a shootout. 
Junior Kyle Dodgson, in his first game back 
from an injury, scored the first time he touched 
the puck, skating in from center, cutting to the 
right and firing a wrist shot to the top right cor 
nerofthe net. 
Freshman Rob Vanwynsberghe's whiffed shot 
turned into a great pass to junior Zac Bauman, 
which Bauman kicked back door to sophomore 
Johnny Chung, who scored on the wide-open 
net. 
The Flames were up 2-0 early on and looked 
in control, but Stony Brook scored an unprec-
edented three unanswered goals, all in the first 
period, to take the lead 3-2 after one period of 
play. 
"I felt good starting off the game, but as the 
first went on, we as a team fell apart," freshman 
goalie Colin Way said. 
The second period went without much flow 
or either team taking control, but in the third, 
Liberty started piling on chance after chance. 
As the game went on, the crowd became 
louder and louder, trying to will the Flames on 
to victory. 
Vanwynsberghe answered the call, as he 
stuffed home a rebound with just over a minute 
left to play, to send the game to overtime. 
Liberty sustained momentum throughout 
overtime, but neither team found the back of 
the net, thus resulting in a shootout. 
Seawolf leading scorer Angelo Serse's kicked 
off the shootout for Stony Brbok. His shot at-
tempt caromed off of Way's glove and into the 
net for the winning marker. 
Not satisfied with the previous night's effort, 
the Flames roared back with a 13-2 thrashing of 
the Seawolves on Saturday night. 
The Flames struck first en-route to six unan-
swered goals, before Stony Brook notched its 
only two markers. 
For the second consecutive night, Dodgson 
scored the first time he touched the puck, bear 
ing the goalie to the forehand on the break-
away. 
Freshman Mackenzie Bauman added to the 
lead.sending a wrist shot on goal that squeaked 
through Seawolves goaltender Derek Stevens' 
pads and trickling over the goal line. 
Vanwynsberghe continued his stellar play this 
season by making a key defensive stop and col-
lecting the loose puck. He raced toward Stony 
Brook's net and sent a wrist shot over Stevens' 
glove hand. 
Dodgson circled around the cage and forced 
a shot on goal, which freshman Joe Smith 
stashed home. 
Vanwynsberghe followed up collecting a 
loose puck and finding the top right corner, 
short side on Stevens. 
Senior Josh Ahier put the Flames up 6-0 
when he crashed the net and put home a loose 
puck for his first goal of the season. 
After Stony Brook scored two goals, Vanw-
ynsberghe carried the puck over the blue line 
and sent a scorching slap shot to the top right 
corner to end the first period scoring with the 
Flames holding a 7-2 lead. 
Vanwynsberghe banked the puck off the 
boards to Chung, who made his way towards 
the net and found junior Zac Bauman back 
door for the put away. 
Dodgson started a give and go from his own 
zone with junior John Langabeer, and sent a 
blazing slap shot over the right pad of newly-in-
serted Stony Brook goaltender Jack Dagnese. 
After Dodgson's goal, Liberty started picking 
up the physical game, which led to more scor 
ing chances and goals. 
Right off a faceoff, senior Kevin Hendrix put 
a wrist shot to the top left corner on the power 
play. 
Junior Dave Semenyna kept the puck in the 
offensive zone, intercepting a clearing attempt 
along the blue line and fired a booming slap 
shot past Dagnese to extend the Flames lead 
to 10-3. 
Sophomore Eric Reynolds used his speed to 
pull off a wraparound pass to Smith, who con-
verted the easy backdoor tap in. 
Freshman Josh Reynolds concluded the scor 
ing, by connecting on a one timer, just outside 
the crease from Smith. 
The N0.4 ranked (ACHA) Flames head to 
Lindenwood University for a pair of weekend 
games. The team returns home to the LaHaye 
Ice Center on Nov. 7-8 at 7:30 p.m. for a pair of 
games with West Chester University 
Contact William Armstrong at 
wsarmstrong@liberty.edu. 
BATTLE OF THE BLADES — The Flames lost Friday's game in a shootout, but won Saturday 13-2. 
Lady Flames 
soccer gears up 
for last game 
of the season 
By Giselle Colbert 
SPORTS REPORTER 
Despite Liberty freshman Silvia Betancourt's 
penalty kick in the first half, GardnerWebb 
mounted a come back in the second half of last 
Thursday's game against the Lady Flames and 
walked away with a 2-1 win. As a result of the 
Lady Flames loss Thursday night at Greene-
Harrison Stadium, and Liberty's record dropped 
to 2-6 in the Big South. 
"Communication in. the first half wasn't as 
good as the communication in the second half. 
In the first half we played more as individuals. 
In the second half we came together and played 
as one," said sophomore Maria Owen. 
Although the Lady Flames lost the contest, 
Owen was pleased with her team's effort. 
"Towards the end I was proud of how we kept 
pushing," Owen said. 
In the beginning of the game, Gardner 
Webb's offense went to work, tallying three shot 
attempts in the opening minutes. However, 
two of the shots did not find their marks and 
one off the foot of Jillian Dean was corralled 
by Lady Flames goalkeeper Ashley Kneehole in 
the 12th minute. 
Fighting with Bulldog goalkeeper Jessica 
Toggle, the Lady Flames fired away three shots 
from the 15th minute to the 22nd minute in an 
attempt to pull ahead. However, Toggle proved 
to be up to the task as she turned away all three 
shots, keeping the game in a scoreless tie. 
Betancourt finally broke through with 
her third goal of the season as she freshman 
phenom beat Tuggle on a penalty shot in the 
28th minute. The penalty kick occurred after a 
Bulldog defender fouled Betancourt. 
However, the Lady Flames were unable to 
hold on to the advantage as the Bulldogs quickly 
caught up 20 seconds later on Angie Harvey's 
penalty shot following a Liberty handball inside 
the 18-yard box, tying the game at one. 
In the 40th minute the game, GardnerWebb 
pulled away as Harvey dribbled the ball to the 
top of the box and passed it to teammate Tina 
Frost, who fired the eventual game-winning 
goal past Nyholt. 
"All the girls did a great job keeping their 
composure during the game," said Mallory 
Neff. "Several of us went into the game thinking 
they were going to be easy. We definitely 
underestimated them." 
The Lady Flames continued to press forward 
in the second half, but they were unable to catch 
up with the Bulldogs, who played solid defense 
in the second half to hold onto the 2-1 win. 
Saturday Evening the Lady Flames and the 
Winthrop Eagles competed in a fairly tight 
game, which after two overtimes, resulted in a 
r i tie. 
Liberty began the game with the mindset 
of putting pressure on the Eagle defense as it 
launched the first three shots of the game. In 
the seventh minute, Owen forced a save by 
Winthrop goalkeeper Dimitra Poulos. 
Once again, a penalty bug bit the Lady 
Flames, as they were whistled for a penalty in 
the game's 16th minute, which resulted in Erin 
Foote's fourth goal of the season and a .1-0 
Winthrop lead. 
Their lead was short lived, however, as the 
Lady Flames came storming back in the 20th 
minute with three consecutive shots. After 
senior Amy Oberlin's shots were turned away 
by the Winthrop defense, the third attempt 
from Betancourt found its way into the back of 
the net for her fourth goal of the year and tied 
the game at one apiece at 23:42. 
Both the Flames, and the Eagles played 
hard at the' end of the first half, battling for 
possession of the ball and trying to untie the 
game. Winthrop ended the half with four shots. 
Eagles midfielder Chelsea Tidwell attempted to 
score, however her shot bounced off the post in 
the 34th minute. Teammate Ann Lutzenkirchen 
attempted yet another shot for the Eagles in 
the 42nd minute; however Flames goalkeeper 
Ashley Nyholt denied access 
and kept the game tied at 
one. 
In the second half both of 
the teams upped their game, 
tightening up on defense, 
making it impossible for the 
opposing team to score. Only 
six shots were attempted 
during the second half, four 
by the Eagles and two by the 
Lady Flames. Junior Maggie 
Woody attempted a shot in 
the 51 st minute, but it was shut 
down by Poulos. However, 
that didn't stop Liberty from 
pressing forward. Owen was 
able to put another shot on 
goal as time expired, but 
it was knocked away by a 
Winthrop defender as both 
teams headed to the first 
During the first overtime, Owen attempted 
a shot in the 95th minute, but Poulos shut it 
down. In turn Nyholt made two saves during 
the last four minutes, sending the game into a 
second overtime period. 
In the final overtime, redshirt senior Ashley 
Braam launched a shot in the last minute of the 
game, but Poulos came up with a clutch save. • 
After no minutes of hard-nosed soccer, both 
Liberty and Winthrop walked away in a r i tie. 
The Lady Flames, whose record now stands 
at 2-12-1 overall, will play their final game of 
the 2008 season on Friday night against East 
Tennessee State at 7 p.m. at home. 
Contact Giselle Colbert at 
gmcolbert@liberty.edu. 
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Family Entertainment Center 
327 Graves Mill Rd. Lynchburg VA 
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1 FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT 
SPECIAL WITH STUDENT ID I 
ONLY $6.00 Per Person i 
YOUR CHOICE I 
Skating with Skate Rental • 
! 
2 Games of Laser Tag | 
For Hours Call: 239-6411 
www.FunQuestFun.com 
The HAMMOCKS are here! 
(But hurry, the supply is limited) 
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T R I N A T U R K 
434.384.1010 
4109 Boonsboro Road 
'ww.sakinas.com 
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surprisingly different... 
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Off, Si Trope? 
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ACE 
Check out the Limited Edition 
Trans-Antarctica Denali Jackets! 
PERFORMANCE ENHANCING 
Clothing and Equipment! 
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Lady Flames coast by Coastal and Charleston Southern 
Nelson, Lady 
Flames cruise 
to fourth 
' straight sweep 
By Brittany Watson 
SPORTS REPORTER 
Liberty University's volleyball 
team showed its diversity of talent to 
a season-high crowd of 1,071 Friday 
evening with a 3-0 sweep (25-22,25-14, 
25-22) against Coastal Carolina as it 
played without starting outside hitter 
Nicki Scripko due to an injury. 
Although the first set was close, 
the Lady flames never trailed. 
Chelaine Mccarty's winning kill 
gave Liberty a 25-22 decision. Karyl 
Bacon, Jessica Nelson, and McCarty 
each contributing five kills during the 
opening stanza. 
Two long-serving rounds helped 
give the Lady Flames the victory 
in set two. Bacon served for five 
straight points, and Junior Kallie 
Corbin followed with six consecutive 
serving points as well, giving Liberty 
a 19-6 lead. Corbin put a finish to 
the second set with a kill giving the 
Lady Flames a 24-14 win. Corbin and 
Bacon each had four aces. 
The Lady Flames had five blocks 
during set two and were also able to 
hold the Chanticleers to a .033 attack 
percentage. 
Coastal managed to take the 
lead at the beginning of the third 
set but soon lost it as the Liberty 
went on a 6-1 burst with six kills. 
The Chanticleers fought hard for a 
comeback, getting the score to a tie 
at 19-19. However, the Lady Flames 
would not relent and took the set 
and match at 25-22, thanks to back-
to-back kills by Bacon. 
Nelson hit .625 with five kills during 
the third and final set. 
Outside hitters Bacon and Nelson 
each had double-doubles for the 
night. Bacon had a match-high of 
14 kills with 11 digs, while Nelson 
finished with 11 kills, a team-best of 
14 digs, and five assists. 
McCarty finished the night with 
10 kills and a hitting average of .333. 
Freshman Kelly Haseman contributed 
JUST ONE OF MANY — The Lady Flames tallied 92 kills In their two matches this weekend and redshirt senior Jessica Nelson captured the 1000th of her career. 
11 digs to the match. Corbin had a 
match-high of 37 assists, along with 
four kills, five digs and three blocks. 
The Lady Flames recorded a total 
of six aces for the match, doubling 
the Chanticleers total. 
The Lady Flames improved their 
record to 19-6 for the year and a 10-1 
record in the Big South with Saturday 
afternoon's 3-0 sweep (25-18, 25-13, 
26-24) of Charleston Southern in the 
Vines Center. 
Liberty is now ranked first in the 
Big South Conference as High Point 
fell to UNC-Asheville on Saturday. 
Senior outside hitter Jessica Nelson 
shone during Saturday's game as she 
had her season-high of 15 kills and 
the 1,000th kill of her career. Nelson 
now has a total of 1,011 kills and 
1,051 digs in her four year career at 
Liberty. She is the first Lady Flame to 
post over the 1,000 mark since Asst. 
Coach Jennifer (Belk) Vaden. 
The Flames controlled the pace for 
the first set as they hit .533, getting 
kills for all of their first 11 attacks. 
During a 5-0 surge, Senior Ashley 
Webber had two kills. Webber also 
ended the first set with a game-
winning kill giving the Lady Flames 
a 25-18 victory. 
Nelson led the team with six kills, 
while Webber hit 1.000 with four 
kills during the first stanza. 
Charleston Southern took the 
led in the beginning of the second 
set racking up six points. However, 
Liberty pushed through with an 8-1 
burst giving them a 10-7 advantage. 
Nelson had a pair of aces as she 
served for six straight points. Bacon 
then put the finishing touches on the 
second set with a kill, giving the Lady 
Flames a 25-13 decision. 
Nelson added another five kills 
to the second set with a .556 attack 
percentage. Corbin contributed two 
kills, eight assists and seven digs. 
The third set was a nail bitter with 
11 ties and five lead changes. Early in 
the stanza, Charleston Southern took 
the lead. Liberty held game point at 
24-22. However, Charleston Southern 
tied up the score at 24-24. Nelson 
had back-to-back kills that ended the 
set with a 26-24 victory and giving 
Liberty a 3-0 sweep. 
Nelson hit .429 for the match with 
15 kills, eight digs and three aces for 
the match. Bacon had a match-high 
of 14 digs and contributed seven kills 
along with McCarty and Webber. 
Corbin has an amazing match-
high of 34 assists, five kills, two aces, 
nine digs and three blocks. Haseman 
contributed nine of her own digs to 
the match. 
Coach Shane Pinder said the girls 
were excited to come out and play 
for Homecoming Weekend. They did 
not except to lose Nicki Scripko for 
the weekend and had to do some last 
minute changes to the lineup. 
"It was good to see the girls again 
pull together and respond to the 
situation and get two great wins." 
Coach Pinder said. "There was a total 
effort by everybody." 
Jessica Nelson felt great about the 
games this weekend. "Knowing that 
Nicki wasn't playing, we all knew it 
was going to take extra effort from 
everybody," Nelson said. "It was good 
to the see the team play without 
hesitation." 
When asked about her breaking the 
1,000th mark in kills this weekend, 
Nelson said it felt good. "My dad was 
here the weekend. It's nice to have 
family and people that have cheered 
for you and supported you your whole 
life and being able to share that with 
them." 
The Lady Flames hit the road this 
week with their first-ever trip to 
Gardner-Webb. The match is set for 
Nov. 1 at 2 p.m. 
Contact Brittany Watson at 
bawatson@liberty.edu. 
At Regent University, Preview Weekends are legendary. That's because those 
who are considering a master's or doctoral degree are able to spend one-on-
one time with our faculty, chat with alumni and visit our beautiful campus in 
Virginia Beach, Va. But they also discover something else: a connection to 
others who share their calling to make life count, spiritually and professionally. 
What really sets Regent apart is our mission to prepare capable men and 
women to excel both in mind and spirit. Our students share a calling to make a 
significant difference in our communities, our cities, our nation and our world. 
Come begin your life-changing journey at Preview Weekend. 
Call 800.373.5504 or visit www.regent.edu/preview. 
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A win and a tie highlight successful men's soccer week 
By Chris Wong 
SPORTS REPORTER 
On Tuesday, Liberty battled against 
Big South rival GardnerWebb and 
cruised to a 3-0 shutout win behind 
two goals from Boateng and another 
by juniorjuan Guzman. The Bulldogs, 
who entered the game in first place 
in the conference, were unable to 
muster up any offense against a 
stifling Flames defense. 
Early in the first, Liberty took an 
aggressive route with a goal at the 
start of the game. McGarry took 
the ball at midfield and kicked a 
long pass to Boateng, who took the 
ball towards the GardnerWebb 
goalkeeper, creating a one-on-one 
situation. Boateng got the ball past 
the goalie Dane Geraci, allowing 
Liberty to gain an early 1-0 lead with 
just three minutes elapsed in the first 
half. 
GardnerWebb played a hard-
fought half that challenged the 
officiating crew to make calls. 
"They're on top of their game. 
They're the leaders of the Big South, 
so everyone is trying to chase them, 
and get something from them," said 
Boateng. 
In the second half of play, Chorak 
passed the ball to senior Cameron 
Chastain who found Guzman behind 
him. Guzman fielded the ball and 
blasted a one-timer into the upper 
left corner of net, giving Liberty a 
2-0 lead and marking his first goal of 
the year. 
Less than 20 seconds later, Liberty 
penetrated GardnerWebb's defense 
again. This time, Chorak forced a 
turnover and then passed the ball to 
an open Boateng, who, after a couple 
of nifty moves, tipped the ball past 
Geraci for his second goal of the 
night. Liberty would go on to claim 
a 3-0 upset victory over the visiting 
Bulldogs, improving their record to 
8-5 overall. 
The defensive effort on both sides 
of the ball was very competitive. 
"For us it was a physical game. Both 
teams were competing because there 
was so much at stake," said Head 
Coach Jeff Alder. The game ended 
with the Flames receiving 19 fouls 
and the Bulldogs receiving 14 fouls. 
"For us this is a huge, huge win. 
GardnerWebb was coming in as one 
of the top teams in the conference, 
and so for us we knew we were going 
to have to be tuned in mentally. We 
were going to have to try and get an 
early goal. Joshua Boateng scored a 
great early goal so we got a hold of 
the game early which was great," 
Alder said. 
Liberty's men's soccer team put 
together yet another successful 
week, highlighted by a shutout win 
over GardnerWebb on Tuesday, 3-0 
and 1-1 tie against Longwood on 
Friday in double overtime. Senior 
Joshua Boateng moved his way up in 
the Flames record book, as his three 
goals last week moved him into a tie 
for eighth on Liberty's single-season 
goal list. Thus far, the senior has 
accumulated 12 goals during play this 
season. 
On Friday, Liberty took on the 
Longwood Lancers. This non-
conference game proved to be a • 
formidable match-up between the 
two schools that brought the game 
into double overtime, eventually 
ending in a tie as neither team 
managed to score a goal during the 
overtime periods. 
In the first half, both schools 
played the game evenly, as a total 
of nine shots were taken — none of 
which resulted in a goal. Towards the 
end of the first half, Liberty attacked 
Longwood's goal in attempts to put 
something on the board. 
Boateng's kick was blocked by 
Longwood goalkeeper Joel Helmick 
while senior Daniel McGarry and 
freshman Karol Chorak's attempts 
both sailed high oyer the net. 
"They kept us pretty busy on the 
back tof our field]," said Liberty 
goalie Andrew Madero. 
In the second half, Longwood 
took the lead off of a Liberty foul. 
Longwood's Martin Vickerton took a 
penalty kick and put the first points 
on the board as he beat Madero, 
making the score 1-0. In the game's 
76th minute, freshman Alex Verville 
completed a crossing pass to Boateng, 
who kicked the ball past Helmick for 
a goal, tying the game at one. The 
goal proved to be the final score of 
the contest, as each team was held 
scoreless over the two overtime 
periods, resulting in a 1-1 tie. 
Liberty will return to action on 
Tuesday, Nov. 4 as it travels to VMI 
to take on the Keydets. Saturday, Nov. 
8 will mark the final regular season 
home game, as the Flames play host 
to UNC-Asheville. 
Contact Chris Wong at 
cdwong@liberty.edu. 
Women's Hockey 
Continued from B1 
"It's nice to know your team-
mates will stick up for you," 
Smith said. 
The hostility continued Sat-
urday afternoon when Wal-
dron was hit from behind and 
was forced to leave the ice. 
leer Head Coach Mo Stroemel 
argued intent to injure, but the 
referees and the Lady Flames 
saw sophomore Kristin Fres-
cura's action differently. 
Frescura got two minutes for 
roughing, one of the 21 penal-
ties that the two teams racked 
up in 102 minutes of playing 
time. 
"It puts a damper on the 
whole game," Smith said. "You 
don't want to see anybody get 
hurt." 
The penalties and injuries 
were the main reason why the 
Lady Flames said the Penn 
State games were not their 
best. 
Asst. Coach Scott Bloom-
field described Saturday as "a 
scrappy game, but the girls 
worked hard." 
Smith and Harris agreed that 
the quality of their playing, es-
pecially the general behavior 
by the Lady Flames could have 
been better. 
"We played hard, consider 
ing they had twice as many 
players," Captain Sara Niemi 
said. 
"I think these games are 
good games for us to kind of 
fortify and reinforce some of 
the things we've been working 
on," Head Coach Paul Bloom-
field said. 
The next time Penn State 
and Liberty face each other 
will be in University Park, 
Penn. in January 2009. Lib-
erty's next two contests come 
against Ohio State University 
next Friday and Saturday at 
Ohio State. 
Contact Natalie Lozano at 
nalozano@liberty.edu. 
f 
BROWNSTONE 
PROPERTIES, ING 
We Proudly Offer. 
• Single Family Homes 
• Townhomes/Apartments 
• Short Term Rentals 
• Optional Washer/ Dryer 
• Call for current Specials 
% 
Visit us online at 
wiwv.hrownstoneprorATtiesjCorn 
For a complete listing 
of available properties. 
385-1025 
3720 Old Fotest Road 
infi3@browrstoj1eproperties.corn 
rs» rfl 
ON THE ATTACK — The Lady Flames hockey team moves up the ice during Friday's 11-0 win. 
Tons of Flavor-
k
 All Rolled Up. 
4 P ^ Domino's Pizza 
Student Value Menu 
$8.99 Two Small 2-Topplmj Pizzas 
code 9611 
ORDER 
K777/77 
Sunday - Thursday 10:30am - lam 
Friday a Saturday 10:30am - 2am 
Domino's Pizza "Official Pizza of Liberty Flames Athletics" 
Order online Mrww.dominos.com L 
434-237-7788 <®te 
5501 Fort Ave 
NOW HIRING Pari Time Delivery Drivers 
T 
IWfW''P 
IHOp 
T R Y OUR I N T E R N A T I O N A L 
H O U S E R O A S T C O F F E E . 
II H ip's fre&hl) brewed signature blend < offee 
It* f rom !<>') \ f . t lm .( I M M U S l i o i n l I'Mli.tl.iiid 
•tit ,1 io.i-.li il lor MHuolli i irs-..nul sri w i i hot. 
Student Discount Days 
Every Tuesday and Thursday 7 a.m. - 12 a.m. 
50% off Entree with Drink Purchase and Student 
FREE MEAL 
breakfast, Lunch or Dinner 
i W l i o c my lejtulaily pneed menu eitiiee and 
I two l>fvci*t(«:s jntl icieivc a crcund entree ol etjual 
• „ lc,H-| Wkiclk i l 
MJll'IIEil BMI 
Breakfast, Lunch or Dinner | 
MHA1 
VALID MONDAY • FRIDAY 
OHei Expli« U/OI.'OB 
njya; 
rWlw»c any icgularly priced menu emice and 
iwo bevrngev and receive a tctond emiee of equal 
oi tenet value IKU 
VALID MONDAY • FRIDAY 
(<ududlo| holiday.) 
Oflw Expires 12/01/08 
t low* pm mi «*M>aMi uMau* m* 4 »* »•«•>**»•» 
Ut-Mui«*rifcv*.*4Muttrtl I M « M . « « w J i > ^ 
Will*. uM«<«UVl4*MMBaH L»lj>l4lMl)(MtlWl 
— t««w.a»«4>i«a4 { * • * « ! *iOJ*«*».LLC 
breakfast, Lunch or Dinner 
IWHatc any leyulaily pitcrC menu entice and 
two beverage* and receive t tecum! entree oi c<jiwl 
ui teuer value I Ki I 
VALID MONDAY z. 1KIDAY. 
tcjuluduw boudarti 
0H»icxpir*i12/0l/Qtt 
• J | l f . i««ia4k,«.yt.t*>i Mil »U*W.«< *••<«•# * 
By J BM«*•»•<i*>•*•* * i l— »<-4 • -xu**•( a, it 
20% OI 
Entire Check 
(Regularly pined menu ili-im only ; 
VALID EVERYDAY 
2 0 % OI I 
Entire Check 
(Regularly priced menu iiemv only ) 
VALID EVERYDAY 
'• 4^^§Bs l :? . ' i ^ 
20% OI 
Entire Check 
I Regularly priced menu items only ) 
VALID EVERYDAY 
Offer t«|>in»l 2/0 V0« 
— — • 
•
Pro-life and proud of it 
100% rating from National Right to Life, endorsed by National Right 
to Life PAC, and recognized as a strong advocate for human life from 
conception to natural death. 
•
Balance the budget 
Introduced a Balance Budget Amendment to force the government 
to rein in wasteful spending and to stop passing today's debt onto 
tomorrow's leaders. 
•
Strengthen our economy and create new jobs 
Working to bring new jobs to this community, protect the ones we 
already have by keeping taxes low, and ensuring that our colleges 
and universities have the tools they need to teach America's next 
generation of leaders. 
•
Defend our nation against radical terrorists 
We must win the war against radical Islamic terrorism and that 
means defending our homeland and taking the fight to those who 
seek to destroy America and the ideals of life and liberty that our 
nation embodies. 
Paid for and authorized by Goodlatte for Congress Committee 
PRESTIGIOUS — Dr. Sattler shows off his VHS award, which commemo-
rates'his decades of hardwork and dedication in the field of b i o l o ^ ^ t e 
; ^^^^^^Sesso r honored 
>fir numiefa&fs ^GMkvemejIi 
By Daniell#Tallbe^^p 
%ffo|*EPORTER 
?|tfEJr#|Paul Sattleigg|||urrnan and 
p^roMsofJ of..jth^-.Bi^^/^iCTtftstfy, 
J^epartrrient.n'B. was--/ rajyarScd^the. 
Lifetime ^m^ejine^^award from 
the \4rginia'^Herpe?orogicir'SoCiet)^ 
''^
rPIS)^*at^tfte^'50th^affhwerlsd.^ 
"fflee|tihg|-'on*?©jct^4J*Th^rne^|ii^. 
^wa$.rlfly,a't^l^glmaiCommonwealtn,' 
0fiiv]|fsity-infR>ie"hw6ji3W 
^^attle'rl.has^'e^Ja^^mBc^tf^dndl 
Ha^ S£nv,ed;im*'<the XjHj^fc^rfe'paist 
^^v&rs5^HeJf|h'asjlheId*the?bffiLes1 
of^pYc^identf^viceJ^rcsidentj^Sicl? 
Tecre.tar^^d'jt'rcalurc^ 
"ser\ey'i^^c arras* the^Slifor.* f*tHe\ 
^ociety^Burnal^Atcshciarial.'." jtr;. 
^f,©hlyJ^^^,e ' j'T)ther'^ f-,Kife:rirn'l. 
^(?hjeiejnent?:^5iwards have'^been1' 
,.tb^npm\Sattler*re|en-etl«it^^fftr^ 
- 'iglfanltfarhe}^ 
'we'AtKpJhejpioundeV^jfs'the^s^jety, 
jjm|peVond:£o||an e.uly omcer^wHoj 
.^mdi^jerfi^rh^^^eagchgi^*;^.^©;! 
^yeVr^fq1vth^groupYa^|iitHeJtfcrd!t^ 
tjie'whterTO^h^r^lfi*Repule?-'6t* 
"-^^^^^m^^rfil'pv^d^because of 
tf^puBl^alic^'b^mWetd^tc^lus^ 
be'Ki^^the^enes^wiork^otorgaffizin^' 
^eetmMa^i^fffeys He said that he 
^hono1:^d^).?b^placydsiri?tffe same* 
gTouB^thesevpreVtig\ous3merhr>brs*' 
^Thej^VHS^iiis^'Ide^ateM ^fo^ 
coriservatlo'n^esea^ch, and£e*ducltiph' 
j^n^^mia ' s reptiles and amphibians: 
The societ^^^dme^he'^Virginia 
department 'pf Game and -'Irilanch 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r ^ ^ : . non-game spe^tesf: 
||Pn%rhbers hold?u|||Mthroughout 
| t j | l | | | p e to itiord aSdjpfioih^ragh^ 
^^ j i^ rep i f llc'^ TanVl? I aWpfobian'jfinj 
£orilej|to make a datah'as&^whitn' will; 
fgliugetlie^hjSlthTJ)*?. tfl^^Yn^s~a*n<l* 
tlfe hum^ihhabitant of tHe"„ irea*8 
j Amphibians are a good indicator of 
pollution :inAjKifarea because, they 
are exposelp^bth land andjiwarer?' 
guctprjling to Sat'tlerW-fi. 
VSa't^ler^^terestl'in^iHSWsp'rarig* 
*rr<mit'it*<bemg what-Jje xal,^**^K|^ 
^obvio^s^jutlet^fQr^n'teiesjtJrnStp'tilS1? 
^ana amphibians /H^'sa^lfthaSheJeels' 
|h1eme^|g^^pip?i-and as a professo'i-
*a&Cib!er'tj£y^ 
*^*SattlerX«uses^ i-hiV membership VSirfr 
ritHfe' \^HSj^6^cxpa1niu\his J.'tudents' 
f}J6rto\?li!clge!" ^hSith|^ulJjec'feA"His; 
^famuiari'ty^M)5helpJ2h^^^ 
|;l5l>fi§ldteourscii n|y>rtcb^e''natural1 
^^^^^M^usfjj^^gjnde'rgraduate 
^S^ent^^hatfi-xhefed^j^^its'* f^or 
^mlpendenjWresearcK'iKw^do^fre^dJ 
^Ws.earchthrough\'HSl;f^rpubhcanonv3 
jSattl&^'fifsj;' thpnorj student. \Wfis. 
•published in the Cate'sbeiana journal" 
X *S3fflefi ^escnbed^Jhe'*}? ajyajfjd-
••mte'ting-' J&""a*>fw1ird'a'h''d*'a_,r6a'*t,' 
|*He^iMaeppTO§pSint^priSeftta^n; 
*yr£shboif/i(. which* lriclufledi a •picture" 
/6'fSaj'sfMuent*. mVri\Bert^tht^5I=iS*v 
^with^%tle'f^ih;;tne^ba'"pk^^ 
tSmj^®: that while he always works, 
^Bemnd^lfe's^enes', n^wo*ri™cj£sfrf&t1 
J^!\Xtr/is^p,articularJyff^gfatifying to 
tdb^wprk HKaVis .not Jalwa/s* .visible:?? 
S^at'tJe^ r&ai'djV1 i?-1' 
^^ i oh tac t Danielle Talbert at 
'detalbert@liberty.edu. 
Face-to-face with Michael Tait 
Amanda Sullivan 
LIFE! EDITOR 
Q: What was your major wheii ;^p^^Mtended 
Liberty? 
A. "It changed so many times. It wentMnnCTpfl^^'cj^ 
to English then ended up in business administrgfMMnd5 
real estate. 
(J: Did you ever think that singing" for a living 
would be your ca re^? jp | i 
A: Never thought it in a million ycarv'MJ^^)^na'ppy^i 
because music is what I live for. 
Q: Is the story t rue that ' the first DC Talk concert 
was during convocation? 
A: It was actually in Jerry Falwell's b a G ^ ^ l ^ M ' g j ^ 
"Back to School" party with my best4riefK!j|p;ffitKan»^ 
Q: Are you and Jonathan Falwel^s'til^Sclgse/ 
friends? '.JwSyS 
A:-Sureare, 
Q: As a Liberty alumnus, how does4t<jrjejer;td'_beJj 
back on campus and see all the changes?^^v*f' '*!.' 
A: It makes me feel o l^^en : I don't actuallx.fefelfeIU*B t^,'v 
no, it makes me feel good though, becauseTIJeir^s^ric^riiy 
is. alive, andatl&eally lmpor tar^^^ 
Q: Were you and thfcother members opD.C'Xalk * 
^6sfe,jfj|iends during yo,ur..year|>,at Libejr ty^ 1^ 
*A*?^,^ojD>wfti,I-wcrc best inends then ju jme^e jhn^ 
and the thre^^us,^became best friends^jphesbiuid came 
£ottt5rof4a r^ic ndship, nottsfrmtrfomaanv's brainstorm
 4<>y 
||M|IIfajt a band with three guyi | | | l | 
A: It made me think more (about) what He (Jesus) went 
through: What we whine about, what I complain about; 
then I think about (the fact) Jesus hung on that^rossj 
When I hung on the makeshift cross on the Rock Opera} 
stage — that was fyard. I had to hoist myscli up. aSfljMel';' 
(Jesus) hung up there with nails. Then He had t om^^g^ 
decisions that would ostracize Him from people, or they % 
would treat him weird like he didn't matter, or people 
wouldpatronize Him. It's a lonely walk. The Savi6r,He 
was among many people but He walked alone. Thank 
God,'HeMidM^^©!?!^^^ 
Q: When|J§m|||jajris^ expect the UneV^jCD'". 
"Loveology"? 
A: "Loveology" is the best product I've ever donejn..'^^," 
entire life, DCTalk included. It's groovy-pop and soul.'fcra! 
IgdiSg^^b^^j&lfseiin 1 ht pop wcffildmrsf Oiei^u;istij^' 
'grriarkej^rap^^^StoOi.It's recoi d about the.study.(jt:lc}ygC
 m 
ffibf^^mybu wonder why Jesus 1 alked so much abpuWayfe,-' 
in thtu^W^restan^ent^he^rst'jt^^ccunmanclmentsja^*, 
about lovej-y^Jthink maybe He meant^om^ffing^Wug^ 
QVe'D^^^your^ban^^lMve; a,^missio^s'tatemexft?i
 a 
yWh^sJit?^^*? % 
/'A:-:JTJi^aIbum).;is'^ no"tsab^ut^t^^^^ 
th" ni wfrKFvrer buf thW^ar .of tbvi^SoJi^d^alk^Kju^ 
&thJ^ByJ(iore I mtan ^people ,tllk about^rt^ buff ' s "-
^misJo^auedSi^|^^K^^Sved*Qut— people think«it's'-
based on ho^^^gjpok oi teel,'b^t'low^o|ncs,^a^Hetf)|e-'' 
yth^tft)rrrrnucKniore,dcgp'insi<lc-i "^  * * ft-
, Q: WJ^t.advice'do'youlhave fpr.asp^iring^mus^iaJrw^" 
^atjLilJerty?'f%\ • •'•^•'_ 
JJ&WDijgyo^rto'Yrf 
the^tagcand mak^ure;itxounts^^Ialce>"suTe.what yf^Ho. * 
has a purposc^ff l^^^^^r^^S 
*Q||D*fwpu^hink^ourvfriendship was*the*fuel?f6r*<tQ{ WKat-is yo^,favoriteJniemory, from\your*tbne -
•^eb^d's^success?-;,-!^ ' ^^^^^^^^^^^^B 
l^iE^^Ely^right, it reallylwasjre&-";j "*!&"*' * A AH the^rf6d5rintsJ*ithlfCrr\ 5'll^ell*tSmging'6n stagey 
^SliliPI jj^.' -^wtlVjil^H)KBc\ingamc4ass^te(')pl&a^^y^ 
^ ^ f t w # a ^ ^ a W e n d m g ^ L i b e r t y pregare^ybu^for^ th&people JltSinidkes r^MeelTlikc^^m^Kt^H^me C ^ 
your care| | | | | | | | j i 
A. F n e n d s l u p ^ a ^ ™ ^ ^ . 6 ^ e | | p e i n g w h a t ' p ^ ^ ^ ^ J "..^oniae^Amanda'^lhvan 
rwaftte'd/inut^lscf'^SSg^^M^^^e^re^ \$£i?i a J^f f l l j j^^!^S\u^^
 L 
l|||*re^tjje^h"urjt4^^ 
lis^kc^aibig/feit^^h^ere^rc'blacypebpje^hitefp^opjit^ 
^^lHrftpWple^ It '^sta^esome^ It?|I'iib« ^^defirijtelvitajighK^ 
,melhowf'to* 6o^imuhitatS>\vith* fiu^r^Beirig^^; VC.V p^ra 
'nee^leacl^tKen^c^anii^ 
I^R^^phat artists -r^^j-^oj^nrost-^lpSl^yipWt^g 
^MhsHcally? 
^^hatijvould b^cJr^o^Q^^Seal'and'Nat King jSole^^M 
jQ:W^t^aS'yoiuvbiggest,viblation'ofthe^ib'eii^ 
^ay»y^tt^myou'^erb>a^^dbnt?^4r^; 
r'A "SSSaVing*o,'ff.'c arnpu,s5at^Pri,ftimcJ inl[Ioby^tn?Llc!™ 
S^fcaus\^V%as!'a^enfo^andyI)^asVt^^ 
'Q!:^^S;thw,tTO^Hardee?s"-(on\<Eandlers jVloimtainf/ 
'A *Npf it?"was the*Harde'e'siqni^^rds',R.oa9 Jii-f 
P:^ou\werepart JofijHe'ro!iThe^ojck^pWa,^hq 
^ d p n a ^ ^ p ^ r S e n c e infiuencety^&imisM^r^ 
.A^KjsfflrnOTe^^^immatic kindpra^^^r-ye^xiever done 
*a<rpc^o^eVa.b?foJe^Vo'ltdefinlte^)/K 
in a more theatrical w.aj!s^itp bring words to kfe*anJg||B 
^e^rmtbVsongjjho^.you'slrig'the'melody^h'owg^)^ 
to do the me 16'djf >SV*^ g 
Q j H o ^ ^ . y i ^ e | y ^ ^ s i n t h e p l a y a f f e ' c J ^ ^ ^ ^ | i 
|j|^^K(emmerer 
LIFE! REPORTER j 
r "When was the Mf^^ie you dated 
48 people ii|jj!|ie||?igfi? a^wfelpg£ 
a good cause?- This was the^eatcR; 
phrase for a speed-dating fundraiser 
^ q s ^ ^ j ^ j f e ^ L i b e r t y Umversity 
chapter of the American Advertising 
Federation (AAF) FrSayihight, Oct. 
7
~'i$MeiB&r e v e n t attracted oyer 60 
^^^^^^ualspm«;raised about $?yo-
^^ f f lmg to AAF Treasurer Richard 
>^^Jfe'reall\ happy ^^ar ly^camc ' 
out to help us,support Kid's Haven 
and. its wonderful Program/ij^AE* 
President Charles Ydamsjjdia ^Eacru, 
of these students and their!utfi$t'hVe.g-; 
minutes of love went to helping-these. 
children, and we are very happ^^ow 
brought this together so perfectly." 
The AAF held the event to fund 
^^^kdvertising package for the non-
^rofe^raaniWr^Mpfi&Haven—A 
CenWJHO^^neving*ClmHren^^^*l 
S ^ ^ ^ f f l ^ P ^ be donated direjctly.i 
|ptKid|s'Havenl I he packagcjvdl'.b'e 
.^ Ggga|^ pind tailored to raise awareness 
.*pfv£jpphaven and how it reaches out 
' ^ ^ ^ ^ p i ^ c l i v i d ' u a l ^ ^ ^ 
Ipa^^ff i^^^ured into room 1491 in 
North Camjg^to meet new people. 
^ ^ ^ a s " a lot of fun," freshman 
Megan Fra|| |paid. "It is a great way 
^llpilllllfilan^ * am §^ ^ came 
. £^pC'met^^Plot of cool guys," 
'^p^ombre^^ley Campbell said. 
^JiJThc S4 Gp^r^^gejaR^entege^ar^ 
^^^ad^a&_name 4 a larHe drawing.! 
tpcal businesses donated gift carcl?'orj 
dinners to the raffleSglSe'SDusinesses 
^ffelfeje^a^llla's.'restaurant^Ham'sf** 
Bull's Steakhouse, Cold ^Stbr|cij 
|;^e®i|iy,vrMary Kay, 0'Charlw,'s§| 
Little" Cucci's and Applebees/ 
"It Was very good environment," 
senior Jesse Amaya said. "The music 
was good and there were a lot of 
home-baked goodies." 
| | | | | p | £ j Haven reaches out~.' to" 
cluldrpin, teens and adults who have 
^^^a^rieTidfe'^r/dy-m^r^er^due' 
^^ffiieiSSi'old <ige, accidenfeo£'Varijbus 
^^ej^ 'auses ' according to' if]||We'b 
-site, kidshavenlynchburg.org?^r^t;--.'' 
^^k^his- is the first year that all the 
^^ffijbers^^^^nvolved in choosing 
^^^Sh^f^^Sri^wov4S^r^^^lo\ir 
^p^acBag^^adrhs%aid^pWe-had, 
:\tc^afjro^, ir'dowri"*fjdm;-fiy.e^Bd fare y 
;,ciuity/happ^vra^he;^^pey'. . 
:>.^^eM^^.gMM^^^f°ld m its 
;fu^^^^^SiLel^g^^King package 
;3^^S^^^^|7prpmotibnal video, 
jassembled^piehior and AAF officer 
Dan Jones -The program will also 
enhance awareness through branding 
across the community Finally, the 
package will strive to generate new 
facilitators for the Kid's Haven. 
Facilitators fulfill a counselor 
role and there is a great need for 
individuals who can give at least a 
year's commitment to Kid's Haven, 
according to Adams.S">:,^ ". 
Executive Director of Kid's 
Haven, Molly Roper Jenkins, shared 
her thoughts on what the AAF was 
providing for her organization, and 
what Kid's Haven provides to the 
community. 
"We are delighted||to??$have this 3 
wonderful contribution: front the ': 
Liberty family, as Kids' Haveri 
is all about^farruly^^^helping to 
guide children and adults ?,b^cMf<||| 
wholeness,after death has rearranged I 
their worlds," Jenkins said. "The 
Consequences of unresolved grief are , 
significant, and so the work we dp 
is vitally important to the health of . 
community as we work in partnership 
with schools, counselors and faith 
communities to support individual 
grief journeys." 
The organization provides support 
groups twice a month at St. John's 
Episcopal Church in Lynchburg. 
Volunte.ers also go into schools to 
provide workshops for individuals 
to raise awareness about how to deal RING BY SPRING — The Liberty Chapter of the AAF hosted a ' s p e l ^ 
with grief and offer their services, dating event to help fund an advertising package for Kid's Hqv||r | | | lp 
according to its Web site. • 
"Although certainly 'informed' by 
the faith traditions of the volunteers 
who facilitate our grief support 
groups, we do not get denominational 
in our care-giving," Jenkins said. 
Jenkins sees the job as "holy work" as 
volunteers have to use a great amount 
of care and love when they help those 
in need. 
They are not a professional 
counseling service and provide a list 
of resources on the Web site for those 
who are dealing with unbearable grief 
to the point that they may cause harm • 
to themselves or others. 
Contact Kerah Kemmerer at 
kkemmerer@liberty.edu. THREE MINUTES OF FAME — Participants were allotted three minutes per 
round to answer^rious "icebreaker" questions with their "dates."'^«?fe'"I 
